AWS Public Sector Case Study
Klésia - Cloud-powered agility

About Klésia
Klésia is a French pension fund organization founded in 2012 providing health protection solutions,
pension and solutions for retirees in France, depending on the Agirc-Arrco pension fund.
The company employs about 3000 people both in Paris and province.

THE CHALLENGE

THE SOLUTION

Klésia was developing a project called “Ma boussole”
aiming at providing guidance, testimonials, local contacts
and financial eligibility tools to helpers of people suffering
from Alzheimer, Parkinson or stroke.
The demo environment had to be deployed within 2
months. Elasticity and agility were paramount, as far as
HDS and GDPR security standards.
Klésia faced issues to develop an organization and a
global infrastructure able to run “Ma Boussole”, so Gekko
helped to develop new practices and platform.

Gekko provided Well-Architected Framework expertise
and AWS tools giving Klésia the ability to develop agile
practice and fast release management on a security and
compliant by design platform.
The platform has been released in 3 weeks and runs
mainly with AWS products and services. Jenkins, Ansible
and Github enable DevOps practices and automation.
From a business perspective, SysOps were integrated
in agile teams. Gekko MSP ensures run activities with a
dedicated management team to coordinate with Klésia.

THE BENEFITS
Citizen experience

Agile and DevOps model

Security and compliance

Deep positive impact on society.

Agile and DevOps delivery model.

Security best practices and well-

Elasticity (scaling x3), faster releases,

Fully-managed platform and

architected platform. Security, HDS

lower lead time. Team collaboration.

automation. Proactivity.

and GDPR compliance by design.

ABOUT GEKKO AND AWS
Gekko is a consulting company providing services and expertise in Cloud computing & DevOps helping its customers
through a strong technical expertise and a deep business knowledge.
Organizations using a DevOps model deliver applications quicker and innovate faster. AWS offers infrastructure resources
designed to support continuous integration and delivery, infrastructure as code, microservices, and monitoring & logging.

NEXT STEPS
To learn more about how AWS and Gekko can help your business, visit www.gekko.fr
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